ICA Cinema presents

Rough Aunties
A film by Kim Longinotto
Opens 16 July 2010

UK/SA 2009, 103 mins, Cert TBC, Digibeta
ICA Cinema 2, The Mall, London, SW1Y 5AH

FDA Press Screening: Friday 11 June – Rough Aunties – Cinema 1
4.00pm start – 103mins Digibeta
FDA Press Screening: Monday –12 July – Rough Aunties
4.30pm start – Soho House, Old Compton St – 103mins Digibeta
ROUGH AUNTIES follows the multi-racial team of women Thuli, Mildred, Sdudla,
Eureka and Jackie as they rescue and find care for the abused children and
women in poverty-stricken rural Durban, South Africa. Together they form the
“Bobbi Bear” group—so named for a slain friend “Bobbi” and for the teddy bears
they give to the child victims they help. But their work is as much about raising
awareness as it is about rescuing victims. With HIV/AIDS rampant in South
Africa, sexual abuse acts as an agent for the spread of the disease and can
carry a death sentence for the victim. Timely reporting of abuse is therefore all
the more crucial.
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Shot and directed by internationally acclaimed director Kim Longinotto (“HBO’s
The Day I’ll Never Forget”), the film weaves footage of daytime office and
hospital visits with victims of abuse and night time raids on rural shacks
targeting perpetrators of abuse—many of them released by a system too
disorganized to keep predators off the streets. What emerges is an unflinching,
slice-of-life portrait of a corner of the world, where the women of “Bobbi Bear”
stand out as true heroines.
Longinotto studied camera and directing at England's National Film School,
before working as cameraperson on a variety of documentaries for TV,
including “Cross and Passion,” an account of Catholic women in Belfast, and
“Underage,” a chronicle of unemployed adolescents in the English city of
Coventry. In 1986, she formed the production company Twentieth Century
Vixen.
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ABOUT THE ICA
The Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) is a not-for-profit, multi-disciplinary arts centre established in
1947 by a collective of artists, poets and writers to showcase and champion contemporary culture across
the broadest range of art forms. Housing two galleries, two cinemas, a theatre, reading room, bookshop
and café/bar, the ICA has been at the forefront of cultural experiment since its formation and has
presented some of the most radical exhibitions, artists, films, music and thought to have shaped our
world. It exists today as a committed proponent of ‘now’, presenting an international and contextualised
programme of work in new and experimental frameworks across a variety of platforms. Entrance to
galleries, bookshop, café and bar events is free of charge before 11pm.
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